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ABSTRACT

Pin.It is a web application that utilizes Bing Maps from Microsoft as the main highlight. Pin.It will bring a new and different style of social network compared to current web applications where in this application, every activity will be shared on the Bing Map. Pin.It will be using geotagging technology, a technology where it is allow users marking anything such as status updates, documents, video, photo or other media with a location. This application has a few category or subsystems, one of it is Job Advertising Subsystem. Job Advertisement category allows users to publish job advertisements, and also view latest job advertisements that is posted by other users. The other function is users can add the posted job advertisements into their watch list. The main highlights here is, when users post the new job advertisement, the system by default will saved current users location by invoking Global Positioning System (GPS). User also can choose others location using provided map interface on the web application. After the advertisement is saved, it will be automatically posted at the Newsfeed section in the main Pin.It system. Each job has links that will show the job advertisement location and also users can know the driving route from their current location to the posted job advertisement location which is make the jobs finding process easier and more interactive. This system is a web based system that using PHP as the server side scripting and HTML for the interface alongside others language such as CSS and JavaScript. SQL language is used as the database language and it is managed using PHPMyAdmin while the Apache is selected as the server.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Pin.It is a web application that utilizes Bing Maps from Microsoft as the main highlight. Pin.It will bring a new and different style of social network compared to current web applications where in this application, every activity will be shared on the Bing Map. Pin.It will be using geotagging technology, a technology where it is allow users marking anything such as status updates, documents, video, photo or other media with a location. This not only help people find images and information based on a location, but it can also be used to create location-based news, feeds and status updates.

This application has a few category or subsystems, one of it is Job Advertisement Application. Job Advertisement category allows users to publish job advertisements, and also view latest job advertisements that is posted by other users. The other function is users can add the posted job advertisements into their watch list.

The main highlights here is, when users post the new job advertisement, the system by default will saved current users location by invoking Global Positioning System (GPS) whether by detecting the users Internet Protocols (IP) number or using built in GPS system. User also can choose others location using provided map interface on the web application. After the advertisement is saved, it will be automatically posted at the Newsfeed section in the main Pin.It system.
Each job has links that will show the job advertisement location and also users can know the driving route from their current location to the posted job advertisement location which is make the jobs finding process easier and more interactive.

1.1 Problem Statements

Based on the observations conducted in the current websites, there are few problems and weaknesses that were identified. The problems are listed as below:

- Current websites does not include interactive map based job advertisement.
- Job searcher did not get the latest updates about the new jobs posting.
- The absolute location of the company that provide job vacancy can not be determined by the job searcher.
1.2 Objectives

- To create interactive map based job advertisement that will attract user to use the system.
  - Users can use the system to find the job advertisement with the map attached. The interface of the system used the new design style that is used by Microsoft which is called Metro style, proved to be user friendly design style.

- Provide latest job advertisement updates to the user.
  - After users posted a new job advertisement, the posted advertisement will directly updated into the main Pin.It system thus give user acknowledgement that there is new job advertisement is posted.

- To make ease for the job searcher to find the location of the company by using geotagging technology and map based web application.
  - The system will provide the location for every job advertisements using the interactive map and user can know the driving route to the actual job location.
1.3 Scopes

Target User
- The target user of the system is the people who is finding for new job and for the company that want to advertise their job advertisement.

Functionality
- Provide interactive map based job advertisement module which is includes standard functions such as add new job advertisement.
- Records the location of the job advertisement.
- Create driving route for the user from their current location to the posted job location.

System Type
- Job Advertising Web Application using fully web based programming language which is the server side scripting uses PHP and the user interface and error handling using the combination of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery while for the database we use MySQL. This application is categorized under web-based system type.
1.4 Project Significance

This system will provide more interactive functions to the users' whether as a company representative who posted a job or for the job searcher. The map will help the job searcher to find the job location easier than before and with additional function to create the route from the users’ location to the posted job location.

1.5 Expected Output

This system will give advantage to the company and job searcher to create new job advertisement and find new job. By implementing the use of geotagging technology, it will help users who finding a job to navigate to the posted job location. It will avoid the users to lost in finding the actual place or company that posted the job advertisement.
1.6 Conclusion

As a conclusion, the Job Advertising Web Application using specially functions and features with interactive map based job advertisement that will attract user to use the system, can provide latest job advertisement updates to the user, and ease job searcher to finding the location of the company by using geotagging technology. All the limitations found on the current websites that is at the counter manage to find its solutions by implementing Map Based Job Advertisement.

Chapter 2 will discuss on the Literature Review and the Project Methodology. This part will review the previous project and make a comparison with project that has been proposed. Besides that, this chapter also explains about the methodology that will be used in this project.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses about literature review and project methodology that will be used for developing this system. Literature review are searching, collecting, analysing and drawing conclusion from all arguments raised in relevant body of literature. It is important to give the explanations of choosing the project.

“According to Cooper (1988), a literature review uses as its database reports of primary or original scholarship, and does not report new primary scholarship itself”. Fact and finding will discuss and review about approach and related research, reference and other findings about this system. Next, it also states other approaches that will be used in this project by making comparison with previous approach.
2.2 Facts and Findings

This section will cover the facts and findings related on the Job Advertising Web Application that is developed.

2.2.1 Domain

Job Advertising Web Application will be use by the people who is finding for new job and for the company that want to advertise their job advertisement. This system is being developed based on web based system that allows users to access through Internet. Other than that, this system will create an interactive map based job advertisement, provide latest job advertisement updates and to ease for the job searcher to find the location of the company by using geotagging technology and map based web application.

2.2.2 Existing System

a) Bing Maps

Bing Maps from Microsoft belong to Bing Services, which provides programmatic access to Bing data via APIs. The services include the common Bing API and Bing Maps. The Bing API provide developers easy access to Bing content types such as Images, Instant